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Chairperson’s Report   
The Dream of Justice  

Last year in my Report to the AGM I wrote of 

the changes facing the sector.  In 2015, we knew 

there would be changes; in 2016 the extent and 

magnitude of these changes are clearer. 

The Environmental Defenders Office has been 

defunded, as has Employment Law and the 

Commonwealth has reduced funding to the 

Community Legal Centre sector in WA by 32%.  

The possibility of further cuts remains as 

governments at both State and Federal levels 

seek to bring budgets back under control. 

Last year I quoted from Alan Watts, the British 

born writer and philosopher who said “the only 

way to make sense out of change is to plunge 

into it, move with it and join the dance” 

This year, we need to take a deep breath and 

plunge into the changes we are facing.  To 

refuse to “take the plunge” will leave us at risk 

of being frozen, unable to adapt, to think 

constructively about what we can do to give 

ourselves the best chance of managing this 

changing landscape.  Rather than freezing and 

bunkering down we need to engage in radical 

thinking about what we can do differently.  

Often, the term ‘radical’ is used in the sense of 

being extreme and counter to the status quo.  

However, it originally comes from a Latin word 

meaning “relating to the root”.   

Radical thinking involves going back to what is 

basic and fundamental and looking at how we 

adapt and change these fundamentals to meet 

current situations.  As a sector this is our 

strength.  Centres have grown and developed to 

provide access to justice for some of the most 

disadvantaged groups within society; people 

who experience family violence, elderly people 

who are abused, migrant and refugee families 

who have experienced torture and trauma; 

those who have disabilities and those who are 

financially insecure and cannot afford to pay for 

legal advice. 

The impact of funding cuts and political 

decisions may well result in a very different 

community legal sector to the one in which we 

currently operate.  However, the increasing 

levels of disadvantage within the community 

means there will always be the need to ensure 

there is access to justice. 

While we acknowledge the need of 

governments to exercise fiscal responsibility and 

the right of governments to require prudent and 

effective delivery of services from not-for-profit 

organisations, it is also true the sector can be a 

“soft target”.  Over the past eighteen months 

there has been an increasing mantra that 

community legal centres need to stop 

duplication of services, provide better 

efficiencies and increase direct service delivery.  

The underlying idea behind these statements is 

that CLCs have enough reserves so that if they 

changed their way of operating they could 

minimize the impact of these cuts.   

In Western Australia, with only 22 funded under 

the Community Legal Centre Program (7 

throughout the rural and regional areas, 7 

generalist services for the metropolitan area 

and 8 specialist services) trying to meet the 

need of communities throughout the State 

facing the impact of the down turn in mining 

there is little duplication of service delivery.  The 

David Kernohan, Chair of CLCA (WA) 
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reality is that for many CLCs the only way of 

managing funding cuts have been to reduce 

service delivery to clients. 

While we look for radical ways to deal with 

significantly reduced funding and ensure there is 

some level of on-going service provision to 

clients, for more and more people justice is a 

dream not a reality. 

As people are disenfranchised from accessing 

justice, the costs will be borne by other sectors.  

Court lists will become unmanageable as Courts 

deal with more and more self-represented 

litigants; the costs to the justice and prison 

systems will increase and there will be a flow 

through effect to the health and housing 

budgets. 

The sector continues to call for the Federal 

Government to reverse the 32% cut the 

Western Australian CLC sector received under 

the National Partnership Agreement.  The sector 

also invites the government to engage in 

dialogue with the sector rather than simply 

making statements about what we need to do.  

To engage in dialogue to develop a radical plan 

to ensure that despite funding cuts members of 

our community who are the most 

disadvantaged, can access justice not just dream 

about it.   

I would like to thank Helen for all her hard work 

for the sector over this past year.  Personally 

and as an Executive we have appreciated her 

commitment and work.  I also acknowledge the 

support of the other staff members both to 

Helen and to the Association. Sharryn Jackson as 

Regional Accreditation Co-ordinator, Dawn 

Fenton as Administrator; Dawn Emmanuel as 

Book-keeper and Catrina Campbell-Fraser with 

projects and also to Fiona Hobbs who continues 

to provide a vital support role to the PII sub-

committee and work on other projects for us.  

I would also like to acknowledge and thank:  

 

 The Minister, the Hon Michael Mischin.  

 

 The State Attorney General’s Office and 

Legal Aid Western Australia for their 

ongoing support of the Association and in 

particular George Turnbull, Director of Legal 

Aid, Allison Harris, State Program Manager 

(WA) CLC Funding Program and Leanne 

Pauletto, Coordinator – Reporting, CLC 

Funding Program. 

In particular I would like to thank the 

Attorney General, his Department, George 

Turnbull, Director of Legal Aid, Malcolm 

Bradshaw, Director Business Services and 

Allison Harris, State Program Manager (WA) 

CLC Funding Program for their recent work 

in securing funding for the sector in 2016 - 

17 that was at risk due to changes in the 

Legal Contributions Trust Fund.  Thank you 

not just on behalf of the CLC sector but also 

on behalf of the many members of the West 

Australian community who will benefit from 

the continuation of services that were at 

risk. 

 Lotterywest – Grants Manager, Lotterywest 

Grants and Community Development. The 

ongoing support of Lotterywest is not only 

valued but necessary as we look at 

developing sustainable models of service 

delivery over the next few years.  

To the members of the Executive, thank you for 

your commitment and hard work over the year. 

I appreciate the time you make available out of 

your busy schedules and your input and 

contribution. Thank you.  

The year ahead will not be an easy year, but 

dreaming of miracles, we can plunge in and 

develop radical ideas to ensure the continuation 

of services to those within our community who 

need access to justice. 

David Kernohan, Chair
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Executive Committee Members   

 

Thank you to all our committee members for their ongoing work to implement our vision for a 
strong and effective community legal sector.   A special thank you to Arlia Fleming  - who resigned in 
April to move to a new position interstate -  for her valuable contributions to the Executive over the 
last few years.     

David Kernohan, Chair. "In a period of time when service delivery is faced with uncertainty 
and the need to adapt to changing conditions I enjoy the challenge of working together 

with other members of the sector to create and promote sustainable and supportive legal 
services."  CEO, Mental Health Law Centre 

Sara Kane,  Deputy Chair.   "As Deputy Chair, I am keen to focus on sector sustainability 
and supporting positive relationships amongst member CLCs.  It is critical we work 

together as a sector to ensure we have a strong future on behalf of our clients."                                           
Manager, Employment Law Centre of WA Inc 

Trish Ryans-Taylor, Treasurer.  "Working in the Community Legal Sector is a goal I set 
myself when I commenced law studies in 2004. It is wonderful area of law to work in, 

because whatever you do you know you are helping someone who otherwise would not 
have access to legal information or advice."  CEO, Albany Community Legal Centre. 

Lisa Craig.  "It's great to see justice manifest in the work I do and see direct benefit from 
projects, services, policy changes and partnerships that I have been involved in 

developing. Being on the Executive provides a link for me between community based 
service delivery and state and nation wide perspectives on advancing justice."                                                 

Manager, Peel Community Legal Services Inc.   

Chris Gabelish. " Collaboration and partnerships are not just catch phrases for me, they 
are the basis of all the work that I do. .  I have previously been WA representative to the 
National Association of CLCs, State and National Rural, Regional and Remote Network of 
CLCs, and a  past member of the National Probono Resource Centre Advisory Council. "                  

Operations Manager, Geraldton Resource Centre. 

Julie-ann Lorca.  "I have diverse management experience across the not for profit sector, 
private enterprise, and state and federal government. I am passionate about working 

within the community services sector, with previous roles as CEO of South West Refuge, 
Executive Officer of the Community Housing Coalition, and working within the aged care 

sector."      CEO, Bunbury Community Legal Centre 

Christy Reed.  "I have worked in the community legal sector for five years. I am currently 
studying business/law and have found my passion in the community sector because it is 
committed in ensuring access to justice. Community Legal Centres are not just another 
legal service but a valuable community service that helps people through difficult and 

complex situations."  CEO Executive Assistant / Financial Administrator. 

Arlia Fleming. "I am passionate about social justice, human rights, and community legal 
education. I am committed to delivering quality legal services to the communities I 

serve."  Former Principal Solictior, FVPLS, Southern Aboriginal Corporation 
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About CLCA (WA)  
As the peak organisation representing and supporting 28 Community Legal Centres (CLCs) in 

Western Australia, we are committed to providing our members with the support they need, to 

promote their value as providers of quality community legal services and to advocate for a fair and 

just legal system.  

The Association conducts its business via General Meetings of members, an Executive Committee 

elected by the membership and various sub-committees and working parties. The Association is 

resourced by a Secretariat office in East Perth. 

The Association is part of a national network of CLCs, the National Association of Community Legal 

Centres, whom we work closely with.  

Our Members  
Each community legal centre is an autonomous community led organisation that designs and 

delivers services to meet the needs of their local community or particular client group.  They develop 

partnerships with private law firms and other community groups to execute their mission and realise 

their vision. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A full list of member contact details can be found on our website www.communitylaw.net   

 Aboriginal Family Law Services, East 
Victoria Park and offices in Broome, 
Carnarvon, Geraldton, Kalgoorlie, 
Kununurra and South Hedland. 

 Albany Community Legal Centre Inc, 
Albany. 

 Albany Family Violence Prevention 
Legal Service, Albany. 

 Bunbury Community Legal Centre, 
Bunbury. 

 Citizens Advice Bureau, Perth. 

 Consumer Credit Legal Service (WA), 
Perth. 

 Employment Law Centre of Western 
Australia Inc, Perth. 

 Environmental Defender’s Office (WA), 
Perth. 

 Fremantle Community Legal Centre, 
Fremantle. 

 Geraldton Resource Centre, Geraldton. 

 Goldfields Community Legal Centre, 
Kalgoorlie. 

 Gosnells Community Legal Centre Inc, 
Gosnells. 

 Kimberley Community Legal Services 
Inc, Kununurra and Broome. 

 Marninwarntikura Fitzroy Women’s 

Resource Centre, Fitzroy Crossing. 

 Mental Health Law Centre (WA) Inc, 
Perth. 

 Midland Information Debt and Legal 
Advocacy Service Inc, Midland. 

 Northern Suburbs Community Legal 
Centre – Joondalup and Mirrabooka. 

 Peel Community Legal Service Inc, 
Mandurah. 

 Pilbara Community Legal Service – 
Karratha, Newman, Roebourne and 
South Hedland. 

 SCALES Community Legal Centre Inc, 
Rockingham. 

 Street Law (WA) Inc, Perth. 

 Sussex Street Community Law Service 
Inc, East Victoria Park. 

 Tenancy WA, Perth. 

 The Humanitarian Group, Victoria Park. 

 Welfare Rights & Advocacy Service, 
Perth. 

 Wheatbelt Community Legal Centre, 
Northam. 

 Women’s Law Centre of WA, Perth. 

 Youth Legal Service, Perth. 

 

http://www.communitylaw.net/
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Our Values, Vision and Purpose  
The values, vision and purpose of the Association are informed by our members and aligned to our 

Strategic Plan for 2016-18  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Strategic Plan 2016-2018  
 

 

Advancing justice for all Promoting sustainable, 
quality community 

legal services 

Supporting positive 
relationships 

Positioning the 
CLCAWA as a leading 

peak organisation 

 Advocate for access to justice 
and the promotion and 
protection of human rights.  
  

 Promote community 
awareness of the law and 
community legal services. 
 

 Provide targeted information 
to members of the public so 
legal needs are responded to 
in a timely way. 
 

 Facilitate CLC’s law reform, 
policy and other systemic 
advocacy to ensure laws and 
policies are informed by the 
experience and perspectives 
of CLCs and their clients. 
 

 Promote the provision of 
equitable legal assistance to 
disadvantaged and vulnerable 
sections of the community.  

 Support CLCs to achieve 
their purpose and 
promote their services, 
value and accessibility. 
 

 Promote best practice 
in CLC governance, 
management and 
service provision. 
 

 Enhance the support 
and development of 
CLC staff and 
volunteers. 
 

 Advance the ongoing 
sustainability of WA 
community legal 
centres.    

 Support & strengthen 
collaboration, 
communication & 
coordination between 
CLCs. 
 

 Build effective 
relationships and 
alliances; and engage 
with government and 
key sector 
stakeholders and peak 
bodies. 
 

 Promote collaborative 
approaches to service 
planning, delivery and 
evaluation. 

 Identify and respond to 
the needs of the 
community legal sector. 
 

 Be a respected and 
leading voice for 
community legal 
centres. 
 

 Promote the purpose 
and value of CLCs and 
the CLCAWA as the 
peak. 
 

 Model good practice 
through strong 
governance, 
management, 
workplace practices and 
organisation. 

Values  

Access to Justice:   
The Association to be an influential community leader in promoting 

access to justice for all. 

Equality of Access:    

Member organisations experience different barriers to full 

participation in the Association. As such, our focus is how we maximise 

access for all member organisations. 

Collaboration between members:  

Through collaboration we benefit from our specific knowledge and our 

shared vision for the community  

 

Autonomy of members:  

Members are autonomous organisations that provide access to justice.  

As such they bring specific skills and knowledge to the sector. 

Vision 

A strong, effective, connected and 
influential community legal sector  
seeking to achieve social justice. 

Purpose 

To lead and support our members 
to provide high quality services to 

communities, promote the 
purpose and value of the 

community legal sector, advance 
a fair and just legal system and 

unite members in their 
commitment to social justice. 
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Executive Director’s Report  

2015-16 has seen CLCA (WA) consolidate our 

strategic plan for the next three years to 

ensure that our activities are directed towards 

building our vision for a strong, effective, 

connected and influential legal sector. 

We do so at a time when there is a crisis in 

legal assistance in Western Australia: a 

significant and rising demand for legal 

assistance; thousands of the most 

disadvantaged West Australians being turned 

away by centres due to a lack of resources 

and unresolved legal problems generating 

significant costs to the government and 

broader community. 

We know that CLCs deliver cost-savings to 

government by providing services in a holistic 

manner.  In addition to employing lawyers 

and providing legal services as needed, 

centres are proactive and attempt, wherever 

possible, to assist people in resolving the 

causes of their legal problems.   CLCs utilise 

early intervention and preventative strategies 

such as community legal education and 

individual skill building to prevent the need 

for costly ongoing legal action, which would 

occur if the legal problem remained 

unresolved.   The cost-effectiveness of CLCs is 

further enhanced when we look at the extent 

to which centres leverage volunteer support 

and pro-bono work.   

While we are proud of the role community 

legal centres play in assisting vulnerable 

people in our community, we are also 

frustrated at the lack of commitment from 

government to funding these essential 

community services. An ongoing challenge is 

to ensure that the work we do is more 

broadly understood across the community.  

As the peak body for the sector, the 

Association has a dual focus – supporting our 

member centres to undertake their work, as 

well as to broaden our links and relationships 

with those bodies - in government, in the 

broader legal field and across the community 

sector - who collaborate with us in that work.   

This Annual Report provides us with the 

opportunity to publicly share some of the 

work we do towards achieving our vision with 

a wider audience and to thank those who 

have assisted us along the way. 

On a personal level, I am very appreciative of 

the support that I receive from my colleagues 

in the Secretariat, the members of the 

Executive Committee and in particular the 

Chair, Deputy Chair and Treasurer, as well as 

the range of staff in all member centres who 

are willing to be involved with the Association 

and our work.  I look forward to continuing to 

draw on your strengths as together we face 

what will be a difficult year ahead. 

Helen Creed, Executive Director

The Secretariat is  Executive Director Helen 

Creed and Administrator Dawn Fenton who 

work Monday – Thursday;  Regional 

Accreditation Coordinator,  Sharryn Jackson 

(Tuesday – Thursday) and Catrina Campbell-

Fraser who works on specific projects one day a 

week. Our work is supported by Dawn 

Emmanuel (contract bookkeeper) and Fiona 

Hobbs (contract admin support).  Catrina, Helen, Dawn and Sharryn (right)  
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Members Clients by Income * 

 

77% 

19% 
4% 

Low (under 26,000)

Medium (26,000 -
52,000)

High ($52,000+)

CLCs at work  
It has been another busy year for our CLCs across Western Australia with over 32,000 clients assisted 

by our centres.   Committed to the principles of human rights, social justice and equity, our members 

continue to strive to ensure that all West Australians have equity in access to legal services.  

As community based not-for-profit organisations we have a particular focus on the disadvantaged, 

as our annual statistics demonstrate.   

Our generalist and 

specialists CLCs help 

people with a wide 

range of legal problems, 

including family 

violence, relationship 

breakdowns and family 

law, debt, consumer 

problems, problems 

with Centrelink, 

tenancy disputes, and 

employment issues.   

 

As the demand for our 

services continue, our CLCs are facing new challenges with recent and future cuts to Commonwealth 

funding having a significant impact across WA.   The cuts have impacted each CLC differently.  Some 

have reduced staff or operating hours, whilst others have had to cut programs or tighten their 

geographical boundaries for eligible clients.   One of our greatest immediate concerns is the 

additional 32.2 per cent cut in federal funding to West Australian CLCs from 1 July next year, which 

means a $1.67 million reduction in funding.   

*Note – Data has been extracted from available CLSIS data.  A minority of CLCs 

not using CLSIS provided raw data which was exported into the broad data 

categories on a ‘best fit’ basis.  

The Executive of the Association at the Strategic Planning Session. 
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The trend in WA is also reflected nationally.   The National Association of Community Legal 

Centres (NACLC) released the findings of its annual Census in August 2016 and found during the 

2014/15 period:  

 the top 3 specialist areas or client groups for CLCs were domestic/family violence 

(46.0%), homelessness (41.1%) and family law (40.3%) 

 the average proportion of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander clients was 15.3% and 

of clients with disability was 26.6%. 

 92 CLCs across Australia turned away over 159,220 people 

 volunteers contributed 575,000 hours to 111 CLCs across Australia, and pro bono 

partners contributed 51,896 hours of assistance to 69 CLCs 

A full copy of the report can be found here  www.naclc.org.au 

   

1% 

35% 

37% 

19% 

8% <18

18 -34

35- 49

50-64

65+

Male  
37% 

Female 
63% 

Male

Female

 

Even if these proposed funding cuts are reversed, current funding is not sufficient. Many CLCs face a 

demand for their services which they cannot meet with existing resources.   The Association has 

been calling for implementation of the Productivity Commission’s recommendation to both levels of 

Government to immediately inject $200 million per year nationally in additional funding to the legal 

assistance sector, including at a minimum $14.4 million to CLCs. 

 To assist with the demands on our services, our CLCs have a long history of obtaining pro bono 

support from private lawyers and other professionals, providing greater value for the funding we  

receive.   In addition to these pro bono services for clients, law firms such as Herbert Smith Freehills; 

King & Wood Mallesons; Jackson McDonald; Clayton Utz; and Allens also assist the Association by 

providing a venue for our Quarterlies Meetings.  

  

Members Clients by Age* Members Clients by Gender * 
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Strategic Plan 2016-18 

In January 2016 the 
Executive met to 
develop a new 
strategic plan 
covering 2016-18 and 
identified four 
strategic directions. 

 
 

 

In the lead up to the July 
Federal election, we were 
lobbying all candidates to 
commit to funding equal 
justice. We were able to secure 
meetings with some of the MPs 
and candidates to argue our 
case to retain funding for CLCs. 
Discussions with elected MPs 
have continued post-election as 
we advocate for the reversal of 
the 32.2% funding cut.  

 

Reconciliation Action Plan  

In May 2011 at a general meeting of members, a 
decision was made to produce a RAP with primary 
responsibility for the process given to the CEO of 
Aboriginal Family Law Services and the Executive 
Director of the Association.   We are now ready to move 
to the next level – an Innovate RAP. The original RAP 
covering 2011-12 has subsequently been reviewed and 
updated by a Sub-Committee of the CLCA Executive and 
will guide our actions over the 2016-18 period.   

Highlights of 2015/16 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
The Association has joined a 
coalition of organisations calling 
on the next Western Australian 
Government to commit to 
improving the systems meant to 
keep victims of family and 
domestic violence safe; and hold 
perpetrators to account for their 
violence.  
We are one of the initial 
partners with the Women’s 
Council for Domestic and Family 
Violence Services, the Domestic 
Violence Legal Workers 
Network, the Women’s 
Community Health Network 
WA, School of Social Work at 
Curtin University and Unions 
WA.  
Together we sent a letter to the 
Leaders of the major parties 
letting them know about the 
launch of safe systems and 
asking for information about 
their policies around family and 
domestic violence.   

Sector Sustainability –  

Investing in Justice for the Community 
 

Sector Sustainability has 
been an important focus 
for the Association this 
year. The decision by the 
Commonwealth to reduce 
funding to CLCs by 32.2 per 
cent in WA from July 2017 
will impact on all our 
members.  To address this 
issue, a discussion  
paper on sector sustainability was presented at the 
December Quarterly meeting, with recommendations 
approved by the Executive in February.  A public 
version was released in March and sent to the Attorney 
General and other key stakeholders including Legal Aid 
and Lotterywest.  The Association is working through 
the implementation of the Report’s initiatives to work 
towards sustaining our community legal sector. 
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The Association at work 
Funding Campaign 

Whilst the demands on our members for 

legal services continue, our centres are faced 

with the challenge of meeting these needs as 

their budgets are cut.   

 

Last year’s Federal Budget showed a 32.2 per 

cent funding cut for CLCs in WA commencing 

in July 2017.   Despite lobbying about the 

impact of this decision on vulnerable and 

disadvantaged people in need of legal help, 

the 2016-17 Federal Budget did not reverse 

the looming funding cuts or include any additional investment in legal assistance services, as 

recommended by the Productivity Commission.  

 

That is why the Association joined the NACLC’s #fundequaljustice funding campaign in the lead up 

the 2016 Federal election. 

  

We have seen the impact of last years combined cut of $1 million to WA CLCs by the Commonwealth 

and State Governments – with many CLCs forced to reduce their opening hours, lose staff or cut 

successful programs.  We know unresolved legal problems generate a range of flow-on effects, 

including significant costs to the government and broader community. Access to legal help can 

prevent or reduce the escalation of legal problems and reduce costs to the justice system and other 

areas such as health and housing.   Our ongoing campaign to Fund Equal Justice has resulted in the 

Association contacting 

Members of the 

Federal Parliament to 

advocate for adequate 

funding for the sector 

and urging them to 

visit their local CLCs so 

they can see the 

impacts of the funding 

cuts first hand.  The 

Association will also 

maintain the pressure 

on State Members of 

Parliament in the lead 

up to the March 2017 

election as part of the 

funding campaign.  

CLCs are preparing for the July 2017 funding cliff. 
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Members Update 

The Members Update is a service to members, providing a 

weekly electronic newsletter with news and information 

from across the sector.  Each edition includes information 

updates from the Association, member centres and 

NACLC.   It also provides updates from across the broader 

community sector and government - alerting members to 

relevant issues, funding opportunities, training 

opportunities and upcoming events in one easy to read 

document.  

 

 

Regional Accreditation  

The National Accreditation Scheme (NAS) was launched by NACLC in partnership with state and 

territory CLC Associations in 2011 to provide a sector-led quality assurance process that gives CLCs, 

and our funding bodies, confidence that we are operating according to good practice and industry 

standards. 

The position of Regional Accreditation Co-ordinator has been funded through  NACLC this year. This 

support is greatly appreciated by the Association.  

An external review of the scheme was conducted and following feedback from CLCs, a new Cultural 

Safety Standard has been established 

as part of the NAS. 

Proposed Cultural Safety Standard  

The purpose of the new standard is to 

encourage culturally safe policies and 

practices in CLCs to improve 

accessibility and appropriateness of 

frontline service delivery for 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

clients. Another key element is 

encouraging CLCs to improve 

attraction and retention of Aboriginal 

and Torres Strait Islander staff, Board 

members and volunteers. 

A written guide to assist CLCs on 

providing culturally safe legal services 

to Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander peoples was developed by staff and volunteers in the NSW CLC network, led by the CLCNSW 

Aboriginal Legal Access Program (ALAP), in consultation with the Aboriginal Advisory Group. The 

Workbook is available electronically on the SPP Reading Room or the NSW CLCA website 

www.clcnsw.org.au. 

Sharryn Jackson – Regional Accreditation Co-ordinator. 

http://www.clcnsw.org.au/
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Accreditation status in WA 

The current situation in WA is that some CLCs are still to be certified for NAS phase 1 and others 

need re-certifying.  Centres need to submit regular 6 monthly work plans as required under their 

MOU and we are hoping to develop a system of “reminders” about Workplans due dates that should 

assist. 

Generally, the responsibility for accreditation is taken by the CLC manager.  The work of drafting 

policies is often undertaken by an administrative staff member or in some CLCs by outside 

consultants.  Legal service related policy is dealt with by the CLC principal solicitor.  All policies are 

considered and approved by the CLC Committee/Board of Management. 

Centres have raised concern regarding the time commitment the NAS process requires (whilst also 

recognising some of the benefits of accreditation to the CLC). Often NAS related tasks/work are 

delayed while immediate or urgent work for the CLC is undertaken. 

Accreditation Network 

Earlier this year the Association decided to establish an Accreditation Network group. The Network 

should provide a potentially valuable additional resource to people involved in the NAS, especially 

for new staff to get information, ideas and support from others working on accreditation. 

Staff involved in accreditation have strongly recommended that training on quality improvement 

and the SPP software be available regularly.  There is a useful introduction to the SPP Webinar that 

can be accessed via the SPP Reading Room. 

 

 

Promotional opportunities  

 

Law students were eager to learn about the work of 

the CLC sector during Law Week at the 2016 Perth 

Law Careers Fair. The Association hosted a stall at the 

Fair and we were able to provide interested future 

lawyers with information about the important work of 

our CLCs.   

 

Law Week also saw the Association participate in the 

Law Access inaugural Walk for Justice.  The CLCA 

Active Justice team included Helen Creed, Catherine 

Eagle from WR&AS, Helen Doran-Wu from CCLS and 

CLCA supporter, Jenny Harwood. 

 

 
  

Helen Creed and Sharryn Jackson at the Association’s Stall for 

the Perth Law Careers Fair 2016. 
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Telephone Referrals  
 

 

The Association responded to 

over 1,200 client calls this year, 

with most referred to a member 

CLC for further assistance. Family 

Law was the area of law in highest 

demand, followed by 

Employment, Civil and Criminal 

Law requests.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Claisebrook Lotteries House 

The Association continued to rent 

an office at Claisebrook Lotteries 

House during 2015-16.  During this 

period, Helen Creed continued to 

fulfil the role of Treasurer of the 

CLH Association.   

The office location at CLH provides 

us with the opportunity to 

network with other not-for-profit 

organisations in the building and 

make use of the joint conference 

and meeting room.   

 

CAnDO 

CAnDO is the e-learning site of the Association used by us and our members as a means to provide 

accessible learning opportunities to staff, board members, volunteers and the public. It provides 

repetitive information such as inductions and CLE online in a cost effective way without consuming 

staff hours. All of the CAnDO policies and procedures were updated during the course of the year.  

As part of our new strategic plan, we are exploring the potential for developing CAnDO as a facility 

that external bodies would be prepared to pay to access 

  

Civil  
14% 

Credit & 
Debt  
4% 

Criminal 
11% 

Employmen
t 

14% 

Probate 
5% 

Family  
34% 

Migration  
1% 

Other  
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Quarterlies  

 

 

The Quarterlies continue to provide our Members and their staff the opportunity to come 

together and network throughout the year.    Our Quarterlies combine the General Meetings of 

members, meetings of Networks and professional development sessions on a quarterly basis 

throughout the year. 

 

The September Quarterlies 

included a presentation by 

Allison Harris, State 

Program Manager, CLC 

Funding Program with Legal 

Aid Western Australia. Ms 

Harris provided the AGM 

with an update on some 

current issues within the 

CSLP and responded to 

questions from members.  

The Annual Report for 

2014/15 was also 

presented and discussed.  

 

The December Quarterlies 

included the Director of Legal Aid 

WA, George Turnbull as our guest speaker to address our concerns about the 2017 funding cuts; 

Deputy Chair Sara Kane reported on the Associations Action Plan; Helen Creed discussed the NACLC 

Funding Campaign and the Association’s work on Sector Sustainability as well as reporting on the 

work of the Network groups; and the Social Policy, Law Reform and Human Rights Committee 

facilitated a discussion on a collaborative approach to social policy work.  

Quarterly Plenary Session March 2016  

Women’s Law Presentation at the Quarterlies 
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Sector Sustainability 

was on the agenda 

again for the March 

Quarterlies. Chair 

David Kernohan 

reported on 

development of the 

Association’s 

Strategic Plan; Helen 

Creed spoke on the 

launch of the 

Association’s website, 

the #safesystems 

campaign and the 

Strategic Plan. Arlia 

Fleming and Chris 

Gabelish spoke about 

their recent trip to 

Canberra as part of the NACLC Funding campaign.  There were 22 meetings in total with Senators, 

Parliamentarians and 

Advisors to lobby for 

increased funding for the 

sector. 

 

There were a number of 

issues discussed at the June 

Quarterlies including:  

additional Commonwealth 

Funding for domestic violence 

programs; CLE Resources 

Audit; Shared Services Survey; 

NACLC National Funding 

Campaign; and a presentation 

was made by Catherine Eagle 

and Rhea Thomas of the 

Welfare Rights & Advocacy 

Service. 

 

Our Quarterlies were enriched by those presenters from both inside and outside the sector who 

contributed their time and expertise to our meetings and training sessions.   We thank all presenters 

for their insightful contributions.    

 
  

Quarterlies provide a good opportunity for sector networking  

Chris Gabelish  and Arlia Fleming reporting on their trip to Canberra to 

lobby for CLC funding. 
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Our Networks  
The Networks provide a great opportunity for CLC staff working in particular areas to come 

together to not only share information, resources, expertise and experience but are also an 

important part of the work of the Association. Many of the Networks meet during the Quarterlies. 

Thank you to those individuals who have taken on the role of Network Convenors during the year - 

Jacquie Carter, Cheryl Cassidy-Vernon, Catherine Eagle, Michael Geelhoed, Heidi Guldbaek, Sharryn 

Jackson, Sara Kane, Dean Tingey and Caris Tysoe.  

 

Accreditation Network 

Convenor: Sharryn Jackson 

Formed early in 2016, the Accreditation Network is a valuable resource for new staff and CLCs 

involved in the NAS. The network will give members the opportunity to obtain information, ideas 

and support from other CLCs working on accreditation. 

 

Administrators Network 

Convenor: Jacquie Carter 

The Administrators Network continued into the 2015-2016 year, holding meetings at each of the 

CLCA (WA) Quarterlies.  Although attendance numbers at network meetings have dropped since its 

inception, a useful contact network has been formed by all who have attended meetings.  This year, 

we were fortunate to have presentations by the NACLC Accreditation Co-ordinator, Meg Houston 

and Chris Dubrow, the NACLC IT Project Manager for the introduction of CLASS.  These presentations 

gave us a valuable opportunity to ask questions from an ‘admin’ point of view.  

The Administrators Network continues to be a forum for members to receive and give support to 

each other.  New members are always welcome and we look forward to continuing to provide 

valuable support to CLC admin workers in the future. 

 

Community Legal Education Workers Network 

Convenor: Michael Geelhoed 

The Community Legal Education Workers Network (CLEWs Network) facilitates discussion and 

collaboration between CLCs that deliver community legal education (CLE) in Western Australia. In 

the 2015/2016 financial year efforts were also made through a number of collaborative forums to 

work in a more integrated fashion with other legal service providers including Legal Aid WA and the 

Aboriginal Legal Service. Meetings were held at each Quarterly during the year and good 

attendances ensured the network continued to establish itself in the sector and provide ample 

opportunities for co-operation. The CLEW’s network also participated in a state-wide audit of CLE 

with other stakeholders, which will provide a solid foundation for future collaboration and planning.  

 

Domestic Violence Network 

Convenor: Heidi Guldbaek 

The DV Network continues to meet up regularly at the Quarterlies to share casework insights, 

trends, obstacles and support in relation to the intersection of DV and the law. This year our main 

focus on legal policy and law reform has been in relation to family law, restraining orders, criminal 

injuries compensation, anti-discrimination, the State Prevention Strategy (FDV), the National Plan of 

http://www.communitylaw.net/#!accreditation-network/nsxdr
http://www.communitylaw.net/#!admin-network-1/k6xaw
http://www.communitylaw.net/#!cle-network/oqen6
http://www.communitylaw.net/#!dv-network/kjgv7
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Action to Reduce Violence against Women and their Children, and Human Rights Law.  We also 

continue to provide education and training on family violence issues 

 

Family Law Network 

Convenor: Heidi Guldbaek 

The Family Law Network consists of solicitors who network, liaise, collaborate and support each 

other in the area of family law. 

This year some of the issues discussed by the Network included the Women’s Safety Package and 

high level principles which should apply to the funding, provision of family law services to young 

parents, Legal Aid conflict of interest referrals as well as ongoing interest around the intersection of 

family law and child protection and  general FRC/CLC partnership issues. 

 

Managers Network 

Convenor: Sara Kane / Cheryl 

Cassidy-Vernon     

Report by: David Kernohan 

After a busy 2015, the first six 

months of 2016 was a time for the 

Managers Network to draw breath, 

reflect and draw strength from past 

achievements and prepare for the 

challenges of the latter half of 2016 

and 2017. 

I would like to acknowledge the 

drive and commitment of Sara Kane 

who was the conveyor of the 

Network meetings prior to going on 

maternity leave in early 2016.  I would also like to thank Cheryl Cassidy-Vernon for stepping in and 

facilitating the Network meetings at the last two Quarterly meetings.   

We are beginning to see turn over in the sector with some managers and Principal 

Solicitor/Managers leaving and new managers taking their place.  Cheryl was able to provide a 

strong perspective of the challenges faced by the sector in the past and how these were dealt with. 

Having caught our collective breath so to speak, it is now time to deal with the challenges we are 

currently facing, particularly reduced funding from 1 July 2017. 

 

PII Network 

Convenor: Catherine Eagle 

The PII network is made up of the Responsible Person from each CLC who is a member of the State 

Association. Over the past year, we have met during each of the Quarterlies. It is an opportunity for 

the PII representative for WA to report back to centres on what is occurring in the national PII world 

and for the LP and PII subcommittee to report back on any legal practice/PII issues that we have 

been working on. It is also an opportunity for principal solicitors to discuss legal practice issues and 

Managers Network Meeting during the March Quarterlies  

 

http://www.communitylaw.net/#!family-law-network/u031r
http://www.communitylaw.net/#!managers-network/u80s8
http://www.communitylaw.net/#!pii-network/v8arb
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share information about what their centres are doing and to raise questions in a confidential setting. 

We make decisions about what approach CLCA (WA) or the LP and PII subcommittee should take in 

response to various issues.  

 

Some of the matters discussed this year include: 

 how best to respond to reduced funding for centres – more centres have only one lawyer 

with an unrestricted practice certificate and this causes problems when that lawyer wants to 

take leave as the other programs in the centre cannot operate without supervision  

 the definition of “legal practice” in the Legal Profession Act 

 how the CLASS database will operate/LP and PII considerations 

 accessing pro bono assistance from the WA Bar Association 

 the compulsory practice management course introduced by the Legal Practice Board. 

As well, from time to time members make presentations to the network meetings such as Tenancy 

WA in relation to time limitation periods under the Residential Tenancies Act. The PII network 

meetings also receive a report about the annual crosscheck and make suggestions about CPD topics. 

 

RRR Network 

Convenor: Caris Tysoe      

The RRR Network has continued to provide an opportunity for CLCA (WA) members from rural, 

regional, and remote community legal centres to connect and collaborate with one another.  During 

meetings this year, members discussed common issues being faced by their services, kept one 

another informed as to their capacity, fostered referral pathways, and shared their strategies for 

local partnerships and effective service delivery in RRR regions. 

We appreciate the support we have received from the law firms who have hosted our lunchtime 

meetings and to Clayton Utz for a donation which was used to assist members from remote centres 

to attend the June Quarterlies. 

 

Tenancy Network 

Convenor: Dean Tingey       

As part of its role as the central resource unit, Tenancy WA convenes the bi-monthly Tenancy 

Network meeting.   The Tenancy Network’s membership includes lawyers and tenant advocates 

from 15 different community legal centres across metropolitan and regional WA. 

During the 2015-16 period, the Tenancy Network met a total of five times, with regional colleagues 

attending the meeting online. 

The Network meetings provide an opportunity for WA tenancy workers to: 

 discuss tenancy issues and identify trends in different regions; 

 share learnings and insights with each other on particular tenancy issues and law;  

 attend and receive training to improve skills. CPD is often on offer for practising lawyers; 

 Identify service pressures and shortages and work together to alleviate this; 

 provide input on law reform issues for Tenancy WA to progress, and the focus of future 

training and community legal education;  

http://www.communitylaw.net/#!rrr-network/n8pj7
http://www.communitylaw.net/#!tenancy-network/t1aih
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Helen Creed chaired the panel discussion on family violence, which included Mary 

Cowley CEO of AFLS, at the WACOSS Conference in May. 

 

 develop stronger working relationships over time between tenancy workers and other 

organisations; and 

 discuss important matters impacting the community sector, including changes to 

government policy, new case law and funding cuts.  

Over the last 12 months, members have received training during network meetings on: 

 working with clients under guardianship and administration orders (Mental Health Law 

Centre); 

 trends in the rental and housing market (REIWA); 

 water consumption, leaks and related policies (Water Corporation); 

 the Law relating to breaking leases and other options to terminate a residential tenancy 

agreement (Tenancy WA);  

 debt collection and Court enforcement (Consumer Credit Legal Service WA); and 

 a 3 day Tenancy Network Conference including a full day Advocacy course.  

During 2015-16, Tenancy WA progressed work on behalf of the tenants and the Network relating to: 

 proposals to Government for new boarder and lodger laws in WA; 

 new laws to protect victims of domestic  violence in residential tenancies; 

 Recent changes to the Residential Tenancies Act 1987 (WA); 

 concerns the Network shares regarding the Housing Authority’s “P-Plates”  fixed term trial in 

Fremantle;  

 the use of residential tenancy blacklists that do not comply with the requirements of the 

Residential Tenancies Act 1987; and  

 advocating for policy reform at the Housing Authority to prevent eviction in cases where the 

tenancy is affected by domestic violence, mental illness, and highlighting concern about the 

number of children evicted from public housing. 
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Our Sub-Committees 
Social Policy, Law Reform and Human Rights Sub 

Committee 

Since being re-established at the 2015 AGM, the Social 

Policy, Law Reform and Human Rights Sub Committee has 

been meeting regularly on a quarterly basis. 

With the aim of ensuring that the Association becomes more 

visible in the policy area and is able to respond to issues of 

social justice, law reform and human rights raised in the 

media, the Sub Committee has focussed on establishing a 

Policy Bank, including submissions CLCs have prepared 

during 2015, together with Annual Reports.  In undertaking 

this work, the Association was pleased to have the assistance 

of Nadia Cavallaro who undertook this work as part of an 

internship through the McCusker Centre at UWA. 

We have also used the Members Update as a means of sharing information about submissions 

Centres are working on, or policy areas (such as the extension of the welfare card into the East 

Kimberley) that centres are interested in working on 

or knowing more about. 

The Sub-Committee has also discussed key policy 

issues as they have emerged, including the state 

Government’s Anti- Protest legislation and Out of 

Home care placements. 

One of the Sub Committee’s suggestions for a way 

of fostering greater collaboration is for CLCs to have 

a better understanding of the work of each centre. 

This has resulted in a brief presentation being made 

to each General Meeting by two CLCs.  Thanks to 

The Humanitarian Group, CCLS, Women’s Law 

Centre, Street Law and WR&AS who made presentations during the year. This will continue for 

future meetings. 

Legal Practice and PII Committee  

As the PII representative for WA I have two roles: I am the WA representative on (and chair of) the 

National PII network and the convenor of the WA Legal Practice and PII committee. 

 

The National PII network 

The network is made up of each of the State/Territory PII representatives and Kiri Libbeson who is 

the NACLC insurances coordinator. We meet monthly by phone and also had a full day face to face 

meeting in Sydney in March and another in Fremantle immediately before the NACLC conference in 

Nadia Cavallaro – completing her 

internship through the McCusker 

Centre  at UWA 

The protest bill rally at Parliament House 
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August. At the face to face meetings we also spend some time with the accreditation coordinators to 

discuss issues around accreditation that have a PII component.   

At our most recent meeting we approved the final draft of an induction kit for new PII 

representatives – this will be an annexure to the Risk Management Guide (RMG) and so will be 

available to anyone in CLCs who wants to know more about the role of the PII representative.  

We also considered a draft privacy policy which has been prepared by Amanda Alford at NACLC – we 

will make some very minor changes and then it will be circulated shortly so centres who may wish 

to/need to update their privacy policy can use it if they wish. We are also changing the 

corresponding section in the RMG. 

 

The RMG has also had other changes made to update it and NACLC expect to be in a position to 

circulate a new electronic version in the not too distant future but a new hardcopy version will not 

be circulated until further changes to reflect CLASS replacing CLSIS have been made. 

We have also considered the PII implications of centres merging/amalgamating in the current 

climate and how to best plan for/advise centres what to consider to ensure that they continue to 

meet legal profession requirements while balancing the demands of funders.  

 

WA PII representative 

I regularly take calls from centres about potential notifications and a wide variety of issues that arise 

when running a legal practice within a community legal centre setting – part of my role is to assist 

centres to make notifications to the insurer via the broker when necessary. In the last financial year 

there were 7 notifications made by CLCs in WA. 

 

The Legal Practice and PII administration sub-committee meets approximately 6 weekly. I would like 

to acknowledge and thank the other members of the sub-committee particularly Fiona Hobbs for her 

invaluable administrative support. This year the other committee members are/have been Ann-

Margaret Walsh, Anna Creegan who was on the subcommittee while she was acting principal 

solicitor at the ELC, Faith Cheok (who has recently left 

the subcommittee when she left CCLS) Kathy Bogoyev - 

who has joined the subcommittee and Helen Creed.  

Having the support of the subcommittee makes my role 

easier and I appreciate the committee members taking 

on this voluntary role in addition to the work they do in 

their centres especially in the current climate. 

During the year amongst other things we: 

 Presented PII sessions and related CPD at 

the quarterly training days organised by 

CLCA; 

 worked out the allocation of CPD points for 

the quarterlies and the NACLC conference; 

and, 

 finalised 2015 crosschecks and organised 

the 2016 crosschecks.     

Catherine Eagle -  WA PII Representative 
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WA Family Law Pathways Report 

The WA Family Law Pathways Network exists to 
support professionals and providers working within, 
or alongside, the family law system.  Our objectives 
are focussed on improving the referral process for 
clients by working collaboratively to deliver non-
adversarial, child focussed family law services to the 
WA community.  
 
This year, some of the activities included: 
 

 Ongoing participation in the Steering 
Committee and Conference and Seminar sub-
committees of the Family Law Pathways 
Network to ensure smooth referral pathways 
between service providers; 

 Coordinating a presentation from Deputy Chief 
Justice, John Faulks on how CLCs can best assist 
the Family Court of WA; 

 Coordinating a one day conference in conjunction with the Family Pathways Network 
regarding perpetrator accountability strategies in the justice system; 

 Holding regular network meetings for lawyers to network, liaise, collaborate and support 
each other in the area of family law; and  

 Contributing to the organisation and planning of the Annual Family Law Pathways Network 
Conference which was highly regarded with keynote speaker child psychiatrist, Peter 
Krabman   

Heidi Guldbaek  CLCA Representative, 

Family Pathways Steering Committee 

and Conference and Seminar Sub-

Committee  

Rose Carnes and Ingrid Cummings presenting a session on cultural safety  
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NACLC Update 
The National Association of Community Legal Centres (NACLC) and CLCA (WA) worked closely on a 
range of projects over this year including the National Accreditation Scheme, the Fund Equal Justice 
Campaign and planning for the National Conference held in Fremantle.  
 
A number of people from Western Australia were represented on NACLC’s key governance bodies, 
including Sara Kane as Deputy Chair of the NACLC Board as well as David Kernohan, Helen Creed and 
Corina Martin as members of the Advisory Council. In April 2016, Julia Hall returned as NACLC’s Chief 
Executive Officer following 12 months leave.  

 

CLASS – the new data system for CLCs 

and FVPLS 

At the end of June 2015, the 

Commonwealth Attorney-General’s 

Department (AGD) provided NACLC with a 

one-off grant to develop a new data 

system for CLCs and FVPLS to replace 

CLSIS.  

NACLC undertook a scoping study and 

held a tender process to select a 

developer. Further detailed scoping led to 

the finalisation of the Software 

Requirements Specification (SRS), which 

defines how the system is to be built, how 

it will operate and how CLCs will be 

migrated to the new system, called 

Community Legal Assistance Services System (CLASS). 

Development of the SRS was strongly informed by CLC and government user group meetings held in 

early 2016, which were critical to ensure that the system meets the needs of its diverse users. 

CLASS is based on the new data definitions from the National Legal Assistance Data Standards. 

NACLC has worked with AGD and the state and territory governments to accommodate the required 

changes in reporting templates to meet the needs of reporting under the National Partnership 

Agreement. This should also help CLCs demonstrate they are meeting the benchmarks and 

performance indicators for CLCs in the NPA. 

Development and testing work has continued apace in 2016. The current timetable has all CLCs 

migrating onto CLASS before the end of December 2016, with the final roll-out of the full initial build 

of the new system to be completed by end of January 2017. 

Time is critical because AGD is decommissioning CLSIS on 1 February 2017. 

In June 2016, CLASS Project Manager, Chris Dubrow, gave a presentation to WA CLCs at the WA 

Quarterlies. Project staff are continuing to work with Western Australian CLCs and the WA State 

Program Manager to ensure as smooth as possible roll-out. 

Chris Dubrow from NACLC giving a 

presentation on CLASS to members in Perth 
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Rosslyn Monro, immediate past Chair of the NACLC Board at press conference in Parliament House, Canberra 

 

The National Partnership Agreement on Legal Assistance Services and the Fund Equal 

Justice Campaign  

 

On 1 July 2015, the Commonwealth funding landscape for community legal centres shifted 

significantly with the commencement of the National Partnership Agreement on Legal Assistance 

Services (NPA). While some elements of the NPA were welcome, including the intention to move 

towards evidence-based approach to funding decisions, the NPA also locked in significant funding 

cuts to CLCs, for example amounting to 32.2% in Western Australia from 1 July 2017.  

As a result of rising demand for services and looming funding cuts, NACLC launched a national 

funding campaign called Community Law Australia - Fund Equal Justice.  The aim of the campaign 

has been to increase the funding for CLCs and legal assistance services so that people have equal 

access to justice right across Australia.  

The campaign has been coordinated by NACLC and guided by representatives of the State and 

Territory CLC Associations, including Helen Creed from CLCA (WA) through a Campaign Steering 

Committee and the Advisory Council.  

The campaign undertook a range of activities throughout the 2015-2016 year including:  

 National, State/Territory and local media 

 Meetings with State/Territory and Federal MPs across Australia  

 Joint advocacy, media and statements with the peak bodies for other legal assistance 

services and other partner organisations 

 Election campaign activities such as releasing an Election Scorecard 

CLCA (WA) played a key part in contributing to the campaign and undertook a range of WA-specific 

media throughout the Federal Election campaign. Moving forward, NACLC will continue to run the 

Fund Equal Justice Campaign with the valued support of CLCA (WA) and WA CLCs, particularly in light 

of both Commonwealth and State funding cuts to CLCs in Western Australia.    
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The Law Society & WA Bar Association. 

Both have been active in campaigning for 

increased funding for the community legal 

assistance sector.  

The State Attorney General has also been 

supportive in this regard. 

 

Law Firms including Herbert Smith 

Freehills; King & Wood Mallesons; 

Jackson McDonald; Clayton Utz and 

Allens made available their premises for us 

to use for our Quarterlies. In addition, a 

number of the other firms, who we work 

with through the Law Access Pro Bono 

Coordinators Group have engaged with 

us about different ways in which they can 

support the sector and the Association. 

 

WACOSS, CEWA (Community Employers 

WA) and the Peaks Forum are key bodies 

across the broader community sector with 

whom we work closely. 

Organisations have collaborated with us on 

particular projects  such as Anglicare and the 

UWA Law School in relation to exploring the 

potential for a neighbourhood justice model 

to be implemented in WA. 

 

 

Colleagues in the national and state and 

territory associations readily share 

information and work collaboratively with us 

around addressing key issues and developing 

joint submissions. 

 

Thank you 
The Association is fortunate to have the support of many people in undertaking our work.  While too 

numerous to mention individually, we want to acknowledge and thank them for their contribution to 

the sector and the Association.  We would also like to thank our consultants and suppliers who 

generously discount their services to the sector.  

Special mention has already been made to the Executive, the Secretariat, the Network Convenors 

and our formally elected representatives such as Catherine Eagle and Heidi Guldbaek in this report. 

We would also like to thank our funding bodies: principally the Attorney-General and Legal Aid for 

our core funding and the funding for specific projects which comes from Lotterywest and the key 

staff who we work with in those agencies.  

Thank you to the following organisations and individuals: 

 

Representatives from Legal Aid, 

WA Law Society, WA Bar 

Association and the CLCA (WA) 

have been meeting to discuss the 

funding crisis for the legal 

assistance sector. 
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Financial Statements 2015 – 2016 

Attached separately 


